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a b s t r a c t
Patients’ medical conditions often evolve in complex and seemingly unpredictable ways. Even within a
relatively narrow and well-deﬁned episode of care, variations between patients in both their progression
and eventual outcome can be dramatic. Understanding the patterns of events observed within a population that most correlate with differences in outcome is therefore an important task in many types of studies using retrospective electronic health data. In this paper, we present a method for interactive pattern
mining and analysis that supports ad hoc visual exploration of patterns mined from retrospective clinical
patient data. Our approach combines (1) visual query capabilities to interactively specify episode deﬁnitions, (2) pattern mining techniques to help discover important intermediate events within an episode,
and (3) interactive visualization techniques that help uncover event patterns that most impact outcome
and how those associations change over time. In addition to presenting our methodology, we describe a
prototype implementation and present use cases highlighting the types of insights or hypotheses that our
approach can help uncover.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Patients’ medical conditions can evolve in complex and seemingly unpredictable ways. Variations in symptom and diagnosis
progression vary widely even within a cohort of patients battling
the same underlying illness. Similarly, clinicians may use a range
of procedures, medications, and other interventions as they develop treatment plans that yield the desired patient outcomes.
For this reason, scientists have long studied how variations in
disease progression and care lead to different outcomes. Often,
studies are conducted as randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
[10,34]. RCTs offer statistical rigor and serve as a ‘‘gold standard’’
for evidence-based medicine, but they are expensive and time-consuming to conduct. This makes it cumbersome to generate and explore new hypotheses.
Researchers have therefore started to perform retrospective
studies using the ever-growing repositories of observational data
stored in electronic medical record (EMR) systems. For example,
a number of platforms have been developed to analyze and make
available such data for ad hoc retrospective analyses [4,15].
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A common type of retrospective study is temporal event analysis. These investigations represent each patient’s medical history as
a sequence of time-stamped events. The temporal properties of
these events, such as sequence and timing, are then analyzed to
discover associations with patients’ eventual outcomes. A variety
of techniques have been used to gain insights from clinical event
sequence data, ranging from data mining systems [27] to interactive visualizations [5].
While mining-based and visualization-based methods have
proven useful, they both suffer from signiﬁcant limitations. Mining-based methods often identify short snippets of frequently
occurring patterns. However, the context in which these patterns
occur is typically lost. This makes it hard to answer many meaningful questions: ‘‘Do the patterns typically appear early in an episode?
Late in an episode? Does the importance of a pattern change over
time?’’ In contrast, visualization-based methods can illustrate episodes from start to ﬁnish, making clear the context surrounding
intermediate events. However, temporal visualization technologies
are typically limited to a small number of event types before
becoming so complex that they are difﬁcult to interpret.
In this paper, we propose a novel visual analytics technique that
combines both mining and visualization techniques to overcome
the limitations outlined above. Our approach integrates visual queries, on-demand analytics, and interactive visualization to enable
exploratory analysis of clinical event sequence data. The query
capabilities allow users to intuitively and quickly retrieve cohorts
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of patients that satisfy complex clinical episode constraints. The
system then automatically leverages event pattern mining
algorithms to uncover important events within the returned cohort. Finally, an interactive visual interface lets users answer a
range of interesting questions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin
with a review of related work before presenting the details of
our methodology. We then brieﬂy describe our prototype implementation and highlight sample use cases demonstrating the utility of our approach. We conclude with a summary and discussion
of future work.
2. Related work
This section provides an overview of the related work most relevant to the techniques presented in this paper. This includes systems designed to organize and manage large collections of clinical
data for analysis, data mining techniques for temporal event patterns, and interactive visualization applied to clinical event
sequences.
2.1. Clinical data analysis systems
Recognizing the potential value hidden within clinical institutions’ large collections of electronic medical data, a number of
analysis systems have been proposed. For example, i2b2 [15] is a
system created by the National Center for Biomedical Computing
that combines medical records with genomic data and allows users
to create mini-databases targeted for speciﬁc research projects.
Another NIH-funded system is iDASH [17] which provides a secure
platform for data sharing and analysis. iHealthExplorer [9] allows
users to query for electronic data and choose from a set of analytic
algorithms to extract insights from the query results. Support for
unstructured data analysis and coding conﬂict resolution are part
of the SHARPn platform [21], making it useful for structuring clinical notes and normalizing data to common standards. Similarly,
ICDA [4] is a system for clinical data analysis that provides a normalized data model and allows for the creation of analytic plugins
for speciﬁc use cases. In addition to these general purpose platforms, many systems are designed speciﬁcally for individual conditions (e.g., carcinomas [8] or transplant recipients [24].
Systems such as those cited here are essential for high performance data analysis. The work presented in this paper builds upon
the normalized ICDA data model [4], leveraging the data transformation and normalization capabilities that it provides. However,
we go beyond ICDA’s core capabilities by enabling ad hoc temporal-constraint-based queries to let users interactively deﬁne speciﬁc patient cohorts of interest. Moreover, we then dynamically
perform multiple rounds of data analysis on the retrieved patient
cohort and provide an interactive visualization of the results. This
contrasts signiﬁcantly with the batch-oriented analysis workﬂow
supported in the original ICDA system.
2.2. Temporal data mining
Mining knowledge from temporal event sequences is one of the
fundamental problems in data mining [11] and Frequent Pattern
Mining (FPM) is the key problem in temporal data mining. The goal
of FPM is to ﬁnd a set of frequently occurring subsequences within
a collection of longer event sequences. Generally, ‘‘frequent’’ is deﬁned with a pre-speciﬁed minimal support value, meaning that the
mined pattern should appear in at least a certain percentage of the
event sequences. Here we use the term event sequence we refer to a
set of temporally ordered events. Note that there are also approaches looking for frequent episodes from a sequence of
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continuous values. For example, [25] and [26] look for patterns
from SOFA scores. The focus of this paper is to detect patterns from
event sequences, which are nominal and we do not consider their
values. Note that quite a few FPM methodologies have been proposed, including SPADE [33], PreﬁxScan [18], SPAM [2], TSKM
[12] and temporal abstraction based methods [14].
FPM has been applied within the medical informatics domain to
examine the sequentially of medical events (e.g., diagnosis codes,
procedure codes and lab tests). For example, Norén et al. [16] proposed a statistical approach for summarizing the temporal associations between the prescription of a drug and the occurrence of a
medical event. Moskovitch and Shahar [14] proposed to use temporal abstraction [23] for time interval mining [1] that employed
set of features inspired by the Bag-of-Words approach in the text
analysis domain [13]. Mörchen and Ultsch [12] proposed a knowledge based temporal mining method which requires a pre-deﬁned
temporal grammar and logic with prior knowledge. Wang et al.
[27] proposed a FPM framework based on matrix approximation,
but the computational complexity of their approach is too high
for many real world applications.
This paper focuses on temporal pattern mining from time pointbased event sequences, where there is a time point associated with
each event in every sequence indicating the time of occurrence, but
there are no details about the duration of each event. Moreover,
our analytics focus only about nominal events and values associated with events are not considered. For example, for lab test
and medication events, our analysis only considers the time point
and type of lab test or medication but the corresponding value/
dosage is not utilized. However, our approach offers ﬂexibility to
incorporate such values, e.g., for each lab test, it is possible to discretize the values into several bins according to clinical references
(e.g., critical high, high, normal, low, and critical low lab test
thresholds), and then append the bin description after the lab test
name to form a new lab name. For example, an HbA1c test with
value 6.5 could become HbA1c_normal, while an HbA1c test with
value 12 could become HbA1c_critical_high. Using this technique,
lab tests values are transformed into clinically relevant events.
2.3. Interactive visualization of event sequences
Many researchers have developed visualization methods for
temporal events in the healthcare domain. Early work focused on
depicting an individual’s medical record, including LifeLines [19]
and its derivatives. Similarly, others have visualized an individual’s
care plan [6]. Such tools typically organize data hierarchically to
summarize the complex set of values associated with an individual
patient.
More recently, attention has shifted to visualizations of cohorts
of patients. This includes a range of tools for visualizing, querying,
and sorting through groups of patient event data [28,31,32]. Perhaps most relevant is Outﬂow, a technique for visualizing aggregate patient evolution patterns in terms of treatments,
symptoms, or any other set of temporal event types [5,31].
Such aggregate cohort visualization techniques are very powerful. However, they are constrained in one critical aspect: they typically handle only a limited number of event types. For example,
LifeFlow [29] uses color-coding to distinguish between event types
and is demonstrated with just six event types. Outﬂow is not restricted by color-coding, but still has trouble with high numbers
of event types (e.g., over 20) which can lead to an extremely complex web of event pathways [5].
This restriction on the number of event types is problematic for
medical data given the very large space of possible feature types.
For instance, considering diagnoses alone, there are thousands of
ICD-9 codes (and even more in ICD-10). As a result, the pre-selection of a small number of event types is typically required. The
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approach described in this paper helps in part to address this challenge. In particular, our visual query method retrieves event sequences without ﬁltering to a small subset of event types. As a
result, the event sequences visualized in our approach typically
contain hundreds or thousands of unique event types. However,
rather than include these directly within the visualization, we
use automated FPM methods to detect the events and event patterns that are both frequent and statistically signiﬁcant for the given analysis. We then use a second linked visualization to visualize
these detailed statistics.
In other work, visual systems have been used to support temporal pattern search. For example, Fails et al. [3] proposed a visual
interface for ﬁnding temporal patterns in multivariate temporal
clinical data. The interface was further used in [20] for searching
temporal patterns in patient histories. However, these systems
have no automated ‘‘mining’’ procedure and are best viewed as
analogous to the visual query stage of our approach. In contrast,
we apply automated FPM algorithms to the sequences returned
by a visual query and visualize these automatically mined results.
3. Methods
Our approach consists of three key components: a visual query
module, a pattern-mining module, and an interactive visualization
module. We combine these three technologies together within a
single framework (see Fig. 1) that enables ad hoc event sequence
analysis. With this capability, users are able to discover patterns
of clinical events (e.g. sequences of treatments or medications) that
most impact outcome. Moreover, our approach allows users to better understand how those associations change as patients progress
through an episode of interest.
3.1. Visual query
The ﬁrst component in our episode analysis system is a visual
query module. This component has two major features: (1) an
easy-to-use user interface component enabling the deﬁnition of a
clinical episode speciﬁcation, and (2) a query engine that converts
the episode speciﬁcation to an executable query and retrieves
matching patient data from a clinical data warehouse.
3.1.1. Episode speciﬁcation
We deﬁne an episode as a sequence of clinical events for an individual patient that matches a speciﬁc set of constraints. For example, an episode may include all events for a patient between the
initial onset of angina and an eventual diagnosis of heart failure.
The rules that deﬁne which event sequences should be considered
an episode are expressed as an episode speciﬁcation. A valid

speciﬁcation consists of three elements: (1) milestones, (2) preconditions, and (3) an outcome measure.
Milestones are the most important feature of an episode speciﬁcation. Each speciﬁcation has at least two milestones to represent
the start and end of the episode. For instance, in the earlier example the onset of angina would be the start milestone and heart failure would be the end milestone. In addition, intermediate
milestones can be included to encode additional constraints. For
example, an arrhythmia could be included as an intermediate milestone to consider only patients who suffered from an irregular
heartbeat prior to heart failure. Finally, time gaps can be included
to ensure temporal constraints. By default, if no time gap constraints are speciﬁed in the episode deﬁnition, then all patients
matching the milestones will be returned by the query. Patients
having a duration of 10 years between milestones would be treated
the same as patients with a corresponding duration of just 2 years.
For tasks where this is not desirable, time gap constraints allows
users to set (a) upper, (b) lower, or (c) exact time limits for the period between milestones. For example, a user could specify a time
gap to require at least 10 years between milestones to focus an
analysis on only slowly progressing patients. In contrast, a time
gap constraint requiring an upper limit of 3 months would allow
only quickly progressing patients.
Preconditions are a set of constraints that must be satisﬁed prior
to the starting milestone. For example, a precondition could specify
that only patients with a diagnosis of diabetes prior to the onset of
angina be included.
The outcome measure speciﬁes the way to evaluate the eventual
result of an episode. Continuing our heart failure example, the outcome measure for a patient could be, for instance, the presence of
an eventual heart valve replacement procedure.
The proposed method is applicable to a wide range of electronic
medical data representations. It is agnostic to the level of granularity at which events are represented as long as they are temporally
anchored as events in time. For example, our prototype implementation speciﬁes milestones and outcome measures using ICD-9
codes, CPT codes, lab tests, and medication orders. Our approach
has also been applied to diagnosis data represented using the higher-level Clinical Classiﬁcations Software (CCS) system that clusters
patient ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes into a set of clinically meaningful categories.
3.1.2. User interface
Based on this episode speciﬁcation structure, we have developed an easy-to-use interface that allows users of our system to
interactively specify the types of episodes that they wish to analyze. The user interface, shown in Fig. 2(a), includes areas for each
of the three portions of a speciﬁcation. Using the ‘‘Add Event’’ and

Fig. 1. The visual query component provides an intuitive user interface for authoring episode constraints. Patient data that matches the episode deﬁnition is retrieved and
passed to the event pattern-mining module. Mining is ﬁrst performed on the complete episode. The same mining algorithm is then performed on all intermediate episodes.
Finally, an interactive visualization lets users explore the results and uncover temporal trends.
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(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The visual query interface allows users to supply preconditions, milestones and time gaps, and an outcome measure. When a user submits a query, the speciﬁcation
is converted to SQL and a set of matching patient event sequences is returned. (b) For each patient, the returned event sequence contains the speciﬁed milestone events
(white circles) and a variable number of intermediate events (gray diamonds) that occur between the milestones. Each overall episode can be subdivided at milestone events
into a series of intermediate episodes.

‘‘Add Gap’’ controls at the bottom of the query panel, users can insert new elements into the speciﬁcation. Drag-and-drop interaction is used to re-order elements of the query speciﬁcation, or to
move elements between the precondition, milestone, and outcome
sections.

3.1.3. Query execution and episode data structure
Once the user has ﬁnished deﬁning the episode speciﬁcation via
the user interface, it is translated to a formal query, expressed in
SQL, that retrieves matching patient event episodes from a clinical
data repository. Except for the step of translating to SQL, our system is independent of the underlying data source. This allows for
easy migration between data sources.
The query returns a cohort of patients whose medical records
satisfy the episode speciﬁcation as shown in Fig. 2(b). For each patient, a list of events is retrieved which contains the required milestone events (white circles in the ﬁgure), starting with the
speciﬁcation’s ﬁrst milestone and ending with the last milestone.
The patient’s list of events also includes intermediate events (gray
diamonds in the ﬁgure) that take place between the episode milestones. We refer to the full sequence of events as the overall episode. Only one overall episode is returned for each matching
patient. We call the spans of intermediate events between any pair
of neighboring milestones intermediate episodes.

3.2.1. Preliminaries
We use a number of terms throughout this paper including
Event Sequence, Event Subsequence, Support, and Frequent Pattern. We formally deﬁne these concepts in this section before moving onto the details of our approach.
Deﬁnition 1 ((Event Sequence)). An event sequence S = he1, e2, . . .,
emi is an ordered list of events, such that event ei happened no
later than ei + 1. Here, all the events are from a predeﬁned event
space D.
In our investigation, the event space D is a concatenation of all
possible medical event types in a dataset of electronic health records.
This includes all possible diagnoses, medications, lab tests, and procedures. An event type is represented using a unique label representing the type of event, such as a speciﬁc International Classiﬁcation of
Diseases (ICD) or Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code.
Deﬁnition 2 ((Event Subsequence)). A sequence s = hr1, r2, . . ., rti is
said to be a subsequence of another sequence S = he1, e2, . . ., emi if
there exists i1, i2, . . ., it such that 1 6 i1 6 i2 6    6 it 6 m, r1 = ei1,
r2 = ei2, . . ., rt = eit.

Deﬁnition 3 ((Support)). Given a set of event sequences A = hS1,
S2, . . ., Sni, the support of a sequence s is the percentage of
sequences in A that contain s as a subsequence.

3.2. Temporal pattern mining
The second stage in our methodology is temporal pattern mining. By pattern, we refer to a speciﬁc ordered tuple of events. For
the scope of work described in this paper, we consider only the order in which the events occur, not the time between neighboring
events. In this stage, Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) is performed
ﬁrst on the overall episode, then again on each of the intermediate
episodes retrieved by the visual query module. The FPM engine
contains two major elements: the Frequent Pattern Miner and the
Statistical Pattern Analyzer. Before introducing the details of these
two modules, we begin with a preliminary discussion to formally
deﬁne several key concepts.

Deﬁnition 4 ((Frequent Pattern)). A frequent pattern s is an event
subsequence that appears in A with minimum support a.
From Deﬁnition 4 we can see that in order to deﬁne a frequent
pattern we need to set a minimum support value a, which means
that the pattern should appear in a percent of all the event
sequences.
3.2.2. Frequent pattern miner
The frequent pattern miner is responsible for detecting frequent
patterns occur in a set of input sequences (here an input sequence
is just a patient sequence returned by the query). The miner looks
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for patterns with a support value above a threshold (which is the
minimum support value provided by the user). In our system,
the minimum support value is conﬁgurable. Users can also specify
a minimum pattern length (any integer greater than or equal to
one). This can be used to ﬁlter out very short patterns that may
be less interesting to the user. The core algorithm used for pattern
discovery is the bitmap-based Sequential PAttern Miner (SPAM) [2]
which uses a search strategy that integrates a depth-ﬁrst traversal
of the search space with effective pruning mechanisms. In the following we will introduce more details of the SPAM algorithm.
SPAM adopts a pattern growing strategy, where initially, it
starts with an empty frequent pattern set F. Then each single event
in the event dictionary (which is constructed by all different events
appearing in the event sequences) is checked, and events that are
frequent are added to F. These patterns are referred to as frequent
patterns of length 1, as the length of a pattern is deﬁned as the
number of events it contains. Then the SPAM will grow those frequent patterns with two types of extensions: an S-extension and
an I-extension. Both extensions append one event to the end of
an existing frequent pattern, but S-extension requires that event
happen after the last event in the pattern, while I-extension requires that event happen simultaneously with the last event in
the pattern. Basically with these two types of extension, SPAM
grows each pattern in F with length 1 and then check whether
the new patterns pass the support threshold. If yes, they will be
added to F and SPAM will grow them with S- and I-extensions. This
procedure will be repeated until no patterns that pass the threshold can be found.
It is important to note that SPAM has been proven to be faster
than traditional pattern mining approaches by an order of magnitude, especially when applied to relatively long episodes. This is
mainly because SPAM uses a smart bitmap representation for every
event sequence before the pattern mining procedure starts. In this
representation, each sequence x will be represented as an |x| by |D|
bitmap, where |x| is the number of events contained in x and |D| is
the number of distinct events in the whole event sequence set.
With this representation, all the S- and I-extensions can be performed with bitwise AND/OR operations, which greatly improves
the efﬁciency of the pattern mining procedure. The bitmap representation is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The SPAM algorithm takes as input a set of event sequences (i.e.
the episode data) and a user-speciﬁed support value, and produces
as output a set of frequent patterns. The user-supplied minimum
length threshold is then applied to ﬁlter out patterns that are too
short.
3.2.3. Statistical pattern analyzer
Once a set of frequent patterns has been identiﬁed, the next
step is to apply the pattern analyzer. This module looks for correlations between the mined patterns and the episode speciﬁcation’s
outcome measure. The pattern analyzer ﬁrst constructs a Bag-ofPattern (BoP) representation for each episode. The BoP

representation is an n-dimensional vector for each patient, where
n is the number of patterns and the ith element of the vector stores
the frequency of the ith pattern found in the episode. If there are m
episodes (corresponding to m distinct patients), then we can construct an m  n episode-pattern matrix X = [x1, x2, . . ., xn] whose
(j, i)th element indicates the number of times the ith pattern appeared in the jth episode. Thus the ith column in X summarizes
the frequency of the ith pattern in all m episodes. We can also construct an m dimensional episode outcome vector y, such that yj is
the outcome of the jth episode. In the binary case, y e {+1, 1} with
+1 representing a positive outcome and 1 representing a negative
outcome. The outcome values are determined by the user-speciﬁed
outcome measure included in the episode speciﬁcation. Given this
formulation, we compute statistics measuring the correlation between each xi and y. For example, we can compute the Pearson correlation, p-value (to measure the signiﬁcance of a correlation),
information gain (the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the
pattern vector and the outcome vector [7]), and odds ratio. Our
prototype implementation computes all of the above statistical
measures and provides them to the user for interpretation though
the user interface described below.
Deﬁnition 5 ((Pearson Correlation)). The Pearson correlation
between two vectors x = [x1, x2, . . ., xm]T and y = [y1, y2, . . ., ym]T
can be computed as

Pm


i¼1 ðxi  xÞðyi  yÞ
qP
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pm
2
m

2
i¼1 ðxi  xÞ
i¼1 ðyi  yÞ
P
where x ¼ 1=m m
i¼1 xi is the mean value of all the elements in x, and
Pm
 ¼ 1=m i¼1 yi is the mean value of all the elements in y.
y
Deﬁnition 6 ((Odds Ratio)). In order to deﬁne the odds ratio of a
pattern with respect to a speciﬁc outcome, we ﬁrst construct the
following contingency table, where a is the number of patients
who have the pattern with positive outcome, b is the number of
patients who have the pattern with negative outcome, c is the
number of patients who do not have the pattern with positive outcome, d is the number of patients who do not have the pattern with
negative outcome. Then the odds ratio of the pattern with respect
to the outcome can be computed as (see Table 1)

o¼

ad
bc

Deﬁnition 7 ((Information Gain)). The information gain, or Kullback–Leibler divergence, between a pattern vector x = [x1, x2,
. . ., xm]T and an outcome vector y = [y1, y2, . . ., ym]T is IG(y|x) = H(y)  H(y|x) where H(y) is the entropy of the outcome vector,
while H(y|x) is the conditional entropy of the outcome given the
pattern vector.
3.3. Interactive visualization
The pattern mining results are passed to the system’s interactive visualization component. The user interface contains three

Table 1
Contingency table for computing odds ratio.
Pattern existence

Fig. 3. An example of the bitmap representation for event sequences. In this
example, there are four different event types and three sequences.

Yes
No

Outcome
Positive

Negative

a
c

b
d
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linked visualization elements as shown in the screenshots in Fig. 6:
a cohort overview, a milestone timeline, and a pattern diagram.
3.3.1. Cohort overview
The cohort overview, which is visible in the right sidebar of
Fig. 6(a), shows gender and age distributions for the set of patients
returned by the query module. In addition, the overview shows
other statistics such as the number of patients in the cohort and
average outcome.
3.3.2. Milestone timeline
The milestone timeline visualization illustrates the sequence of
milestones that deﬁne the overall episode. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
each milestone is represented as a vertical gray bar that is labeled
with the corresponding event type. The milestone bars are arranged in sequential order from left to right and equally spaced
horizontally. The milestone bars are then connected by colorcoded edges. Each edge has two portions: (a) a full-height section,
called a time edge, encodes the mean duration between milestone
events, and (b) a shorter portion, called a link edge, connects the
pieces of the view to convey sequentially. The time edge color encodes mean outcome using a red-to-yellow-to-green color scale
(green for positive outcomes; red for negative outcomes). Link
edges are colored with a less saturated version of the time edge
color to make it easy to distinguish the end of the time edge for
temporal comparisons. This approach is similar to the encoding
adopted in [30]. The milestone timeline is interactive, allowing
users to select the overall episode or individual intermediate episodes for display in the pattern diagram. Selections are displayed
in the visualization as heavy black outlines. For example, Fig. 6
shows a timeline with three milestones with each panel showing
a different selection.
3.3.3. Pattern diagram
The ﬁnal visualization element is the pattern diagram, which is
rendered beneath the milestone timeline. It visualizes the set of
patterns mined from the portion of the episode selected in the
milestone timeline. Each pattern is represented with a circle in a
scatterplot. The x and y axes reﬂect the level of support for a given
pattern for patients with positive and negative outcomes, respectively. Therefore, patterns that appear primarily in patients with
poor outcomes are located toward the top left. Patterns that appear
primarily in patients with positive outcomes are displayed toward
the bottom right.
The size of each circle represents the corresponding pattern’s
correlation to outcome (each circle’s radius maps to the absolute
value of the corresponding pattern’s correlation measure). Circle
color represents the odds ratio and follows the same green-to-yellow-to-red color gradient used in the timeline. As a result, large red
circles represent patterns that led to poor outcomes, while large
green circles represent patterns that led to positive outcomes.
Circles can be selected via mouse clicks to retrieve more detailed
information. Upon selection, a sidebar is displayed to the right of
the scatterplot showing both the sequence of events that form that
pattern as well as the full set of statistics computed by the mining
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algorithm. Selection is displayed in the visualization using a bold
black outline on the selected circle.
Coupled with the milestone timeline, the pattern diagram provides hierarchical access to a complex set of mined pattern statistics. At the top level of this hierarchy, users can view statistics for
patterns found at any time in the overall episode. In addition, users
can select speciﬁc regions of the episode (i.e., intermediate episodes) via the timeline to see the corresponding set of patterns that
appeared only during that portion of the episode. The visual encoding quickly highlights salient events that are most strongly associated with outcome, and selections provide users with access to
detailed statistics such as p-values.

3.3.4. Temporal comparison for trend analysis
A key feature of the mined pattern diagram is its support for
temporal comparison. The signiﬁcance of an event pattern can
change over time. For example, a speciﬁc pattern might have a very
strong association with outcome during an early intermediate episode despite having absolutely no correlation with outcome later
in time. Understanding these trajectories of signiﬁcance for various
patterns is a key goal of our technique.
To help illustrate these temporal trends, the pattern diagram
adopts animated transitions whenever the milestone timeline
selection changes. Upon any such change, the pattern diagram
component compares the ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘after’’ pattern sets and
computes three distinct sets: incoming patterns, outgoing patterns,
and remaining patterns. Incoming patterns are ones that only exist
in the newly selected portion of the episode. Circles representing
these patterns are added to the diagram. Outgoing patterns are
ones that only exist in the previously selected portion of the episode. Circles for these patterns are removed from the diagram.
Most critical are the remaining patterns. The circles for these patterns are animated to new locations, colors and sizes to reﬂect the
change in statistics for the patterns. Therefore, as users click from
early to late term intermediate episodes, the pattern diagram
shows the trajectory of the discovered patterns as they becomes
more (or less) signiﬁcant and/or prevalent. If an individual pattern
is selected (as in Fig. 6b and c), the selection is maintained across
the animation. This approach provides features for ad hoc analysis
of temporal pattern trends that are analogous to what GapMinder
affords for simpler static public health data [22].
For example, consider the hypothetical episode shown in Fig. 5
in which we visualize an episode with three milestones. In panel
(a) we see that four patterns have been detected in the overall episode. After the user clicks the timeline to select a speciﬁc intermediate episode, three distinct animation steps take place as part of
the transition to the ﬁnal panel (d). First, (b) outgoing patterns—
those present in panel (a) but not panel (d)—are removed as shown
in panel (b). Next, as illustrated in panel (c), patterns that exist in
both (a) and (d) are animated to reﬂect their new values. This includes changes in position (due to changes in support), color
(due to changes in odds ratio), and size (due to changes in correlation). Finally, new patterns that exist only in (d) fade into complete
the transition.

Fig. 4. The Milestone timeline illustrates the sequence of milestones using a set of ordered, equally-spaced, vertical gray bars. The width of the dark green bars between the
milestones reﬂect the mean duration between milestone events across the full set of event sequences.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. A three-stage animation process is used to transition between views in the Pattern Diagram view. This process can help highlight temporal trends by enabling
comparison between mining results at different stages of an episode.

4. Prototype
We have built a web-based prototype system following the
methodology outlined above. The system uses Servlet technology
and uses the open-source Apache Tomcat web server. All serverside functionality is implemented in Java. Data is stored in an
ICDA-based data warehouse [4] employing widely used standards
such as ICD (International Classiﬁcation of Diseases), CPT (Current
Procedural Terminology, and NDC (National Drug Code). This platform was chosen because a version of the ICDA system has been
previously deployed at our institution. Adaptations to alternative
warehouse solutions could be easily made without impact to the
methods described in this paper.
Client-side functionality is developed using standard web technologies including HTML, CSS, and JavaScript technologies. The
Dojo toolkit is used for user interface widgets and D3.js is used
for our custom SVG-based visualizations.
As users interact with the query interface to add event constraints to an episode speciﬁcation, type-ahead ﬁnd is used to constrain the selections to only the event types present within the
data. This allows users to quickly see what event types are available in a given dataset without deep prior knowledge of the data
source.

5. Example patterns and trends
Our method allows users to perform a wide range of ad hoc
analysis tasks. To demonstrate these capabilities, we applied our
prototype implementation to a de-identiﬁed data set containing
longitudinal diagnosis information for a population of over

32,000 cardiology patients from a United States-based care provider. Available data for these patients includes demographics,
labs, medications, and diagnoses. We focus primarily on diagnoses
for these use cases. The diagnosis information is encoded using the
ICD-9 classiﬁcation system. In addition, we use mappings that
aggregate these relatively low-level ICD-9 codes into higher level
categories using the Hierarchical Condition Category (HCC) system.
For all examples, we use a minimum support threshold of twenty
percent. The remainder of this section includes brief descriptions
of three examples that show the variety of investigations that
can be performed with our approach.

5.1. Example one: A single pattern over time
The example illustrated in Fig. 6 investigates a cohort of heart
failure patients using ICD-9 codes. The user begins by deﬁning
an episode speciﬁcation with no preconditions and three milestone events: dyslipidemia, angina, and heart failure. The user
also speciﬁes an outcome event of heart valve replacement. After
entering this speciﬁcation, the user clicks the ‘‘Analyze’’ button
to submit the query to the system. In response, the system queries against the 32,000 patient database to retrieve a cohort of
patients who match the episode constraints. Of the matching patients, eight percent were found to suffer from the outcome
measure: a heart valve replacement diagnosis. As shown in the
right sidebar of the screenshots in Fig. 6, the cohort is roughly
half male with a majority over the age of 70. A large number
of frequent patterns (minimum length of 2) were found in the
overall episode, but all were either neutral or negative indicators
(yellow or red circles in Fig. 6a). In Fig. 6(b), the user selects the
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Fig. 6. As illustrated in panel (a), the user interface in our implementation has four main components: (i) the visual query panel, (ii) the milestone timeline, (iii) the cohort
overview, and (iv) the pattern diagram. An analysis of heart failure patients shows several patterns detected in (a) the overall episode. Examining the ﬁrst intermediate
episode, the user ﬁnds (b) a statistically signiﬁcant pattern associated with an eventual heart valve replacement. The pattern remains (c) later in the episode, but is no longer
signiﬁcant.
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ﬁrst intermediate episode using the timeline as shown by the
black selection box. As is typical, focusing on speciﬁc intermediate episodes returns fewer frequent patterns. In this case, one
interesting pattern (which includes an aortocoronary bypass
event) is frequent in both the ﬁrst and last intermediate episodes. The corresponding event pattern is selected in the pattern
diagram in both Fig. 6b and c). However, comparing the location,
size, and color of the selected circle makes it clear that the pattern is far more signiﬁcant in terms of its association with outcome when observed toward the start of the episode. As shown
in Fig. 6(c), the pattern remains common when focusing only on
the period of time after the onset of angina. However, the pattern is nearly equal in its prevalence in both the positive and
negative outcome groups. For this reason, its statistical signiﬁcance nearly disappears during this latter portion of the episode.
One interesting observation from this example is that the
majority of patterns highlighted by the system are associated with
poor outcomes (i.e. more red circles, located in the top and left section of the pattern diagram). This is a common occurrence and can
also be observed in the two other examples included below. This is
a reﬂection, we believe, of the basic fact that sicker patients tend to
have larger numbers of medical events in their record including increased numbers of diagnoses, procedures, and medications.
Meanwhile, healthier patients tend to have less recorded medical
activity within their electronic medical data.
5.2. Example two: All patterns over time
The example illustrated in Fig. 7 investigates a cohort of hypothyroidism patients using ICD-9 codes. The user begins by authoring an episode speciﬁcation that has no preconditions and four
milestone events: obesity, hypertension, type-2 diabetes, and
hypothyroidism. The user also enters an outcome event of anemia.
Using this speciﬁcation, the user begins her analysis of anemia in
obese patients by clicking the analyze button. The system performs
a query to retrieve the matching cohort of patients and ﬁnds, as
shown in the right sidebar of the screenshots in Fig. 7, that in
11.6% of the cohort has developed anemia after being diagnoses
with hypothyroidism. Patterns were computed using a minimum
length threshold of two. In terms of demographics, the system
shows that the cohort is mostly women, and largely over the age
of 50. As illustrated in the progression from Fig. 7(a–c), the user
discovers an interesting trend. In the ﬁrst panel, the user selects
the ﬁrst intermediate episode and sees only a handful of frequent
patterns (seven patterns represented by the seven circles in the
pattern diagram). In Fig. 7(b), the user selects the second intermediate episode to discover a larger number of frequent patterns.
However, these patterns still had only a weak correlation to outcome. This is evident in the way the circles cluster along the diagonal of the pattern diagram. It is only when the user selects the last
intermediate episode in Fig. 7(c) that we see strong predictive indicators for anemia. This is evident from the much greater number of
patterns and the greater odds ratios as shown by the large circles.
This example shows that for some disease progressions, the emergence of signiﬁcant patterns can happen at different stages. In this
case, there are few statistically signiﬁcant patterns to be observed
until late in the episode.
5.3. Example three: Comparing two patterns
The example illustrated in Fig. 8 investigates a cohort of hypertensive patients using Hierarchical Condition Category (HCC) data.
Unlike ICD-9 data, which is very ﬁne grained, HCC provides a higher-level categorization of diagnoses to group related diagnoses into
a smaller number of distinct event types. The user begins by specifying an episode with no preconditions and four episode mile-

stones: hypertension, hypertensive heart disease, angina, and
ﬁnally heart infection/inﬂammation. The outcome measure speciﬁed by the user is cardio-respiratory failure and shock. This episode is processed by the system that returns a cohort of patients
who match the speciﬁed disease progression. The returned data
shows that just over 7% having negative outcomes. A large number
of patterns (with minimum length of 1) are found in the overall sequence, including the negatively associated arrhythmias highlighted in Fig. 8(a). The very same pattern is found in the ﬁrst
intermediate episode and, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the signiﬁcance
was even stronger than in the overall data. Speciﬁcally, the p-value
for this pattern dropped from 0.034 in the overall episode to 0.002
in the ﬁrst intermediate episode. The position of the pattern’s circle
in the pattern diagram shows that this increase in signiﬁcance is
due to the fact arrhythmias were quite rare during the ﬁrst intermediate episode in patients with positive outcomes. This contrasts
strongly with the nearly 56% occurrence rate for arrhythmias within the positive outcome patients when considering the entire
episode.
A further analysis shows that while the patients suffering
arrhythmias during the ﬁrst intermediate episode were among
those most likely to have a negative outcome, there was another
subgroup that had much better outcomes than average. As shown
in Fig. 8(c), a group of patients who experienced endocrine/metabolic disorders during the ﬁrst intermediate episode had much
lower rates of cardio-respiratory failure or shock. This is illustrated
by the green circle that is selected in the pattern diagram.
Comparing p-values for these two patterns, we can see that only
the negative pattern (arrhythmias) is statistically signiﬁcant. In
contrast, the encocrine/metaboloic disorder pattern had a p-value
of 0.094, well above the common 0.05 threshold for signiﬁcance.
However, it is potentially a hypothesis to target with additional
investigation.

6. Discussion
As demonstrated by the use cases outlined above, the prototype
system we have developed using the proposed methods provides
an interactive visual environment for the exploration and analysis
of temporal medical event data. The method is speciﬁcally focused
on analyzing collections of temporal event sequences, mining for
patterns of events that are strongly associated with outcome, and
visualizing the detected patterns.
Based on feedback from users who have experimented with our
prototype, there is value in our approach for both conﬁrming expected associations and discovering unexpected patterns within
the data. Users found the speed and ﬂexibility of the system helpful, allowing them to quickly and simply perform data experiments
that would otherwise take signiﬁcant effort. While users were
interested in the results, however, they also felt that insights discovered with the tool required more validation. The system was
deemed most useful for the generation of hypotheses to which
more thorough analysis techniques could be applied. It was also
interesting to users to ﬁnd patterns (multiple sequential events)
associated with better or worse outcomes rather than the typical
individual events that come from more traditional analysis
methods.
Beyond speed, ﬂexibility, and the detection of patterns, there
are other advantages of our method. In particular, as described in
the related work section, prior attempts at visualizing event sequences using temporal pathways typically handle only small
numbers of event types (5–20 distinct types). Such an approach requires a priori event selection. In contrast, the method described in
this paper is effective for extremely large numbers of event types
(10,000+). The proposed approach succeeds despite these large
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Fig. 7. An analysis of a hypothyroidism cohort containing mostly older women. (a) At the start, only a few patterns are found and all have negative associations. (b) The next
intermediate episode shows more patterns, including some that are associated with better outcomes. (c) In the latter stages of the episode, event patterns become more
numerous and signiﬁcant.
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Fig. 8. An analysis of hypertension patients with additional heart-related diagnoses. (a) Overall, arrhythmias were signiﬁcantly correlated with cardio-respiratory failure. (b)
However, the signiﬁcance was strongest early in the episode. (c) Meanwhile, endocrine/metabolic disorders were the strongest positive indicator in the ﬁrst intermediate
episode.
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numbers of event types for two reasons. First, a two-view visualization space is used so that the temporal timeline is only used to
directly visualize the milestone events. A more scalable Pattern
Diagram is then used to show the more detailed event information.
Selection in the timeline retains the users’ abilities to detect temporal changes despite the omission of intermediate events from direct inclusion in the temporal timeline. Second, the FPM module is
used in conjunction with the above to both (a) identify patterns
that most impact outcome and (b) ﬁlter out less signiﬁcant event
types and patterns based on rarity or lack of statistical association
with outcome.
Of course, signiﬁcant limitations remain in the proposed approach and should be the subject for future research. First, and perhaps most signiﬁcant, the method assumes linear episode
progression. Yet in practice, pathways within a group of patients
often branch and have cycles. Such artifacts are not captured in
the current methodology unless they manifest themselves as linear, exact-match patterns. Related to this limitation is the fact that
our current approach performs strict pattern detection that is not
robust to minor differences between patients. For example, two
patients may undergo identical treatment plans that are coded differently in the electronic data. We can partially overcome this fragmentation by using aggregate coding systems such as HCC to group
related code, but more sophisticated pattern mining algorithms
that can detect ‘‘similar’’ sequences rather than identical sequences
would be highly useful.
7. Conclusion
Patients’ medical conditions can evolve over time in complex
and seemingly unpredictable ways. To help investigators better
understand how variations in sequences of events can impact medical outcomes, we have developed an exploratory visual analytics
system for clinical episode analysis that combines an easy-to-use
graphical query interface, powerful event pattern mining techniques, and interactive visualization techniques. We described
the key aspects of our methodology, which is designed to overcome some of the more restrictive limitations of prior work on
event-based mining and visualization. We also reviewed details
of our prototype implementation, and presented use cases using
real-world datasets to demonstrate the power of our approach.
While our initial results are promising, it is clear that additional research is required. In future work, we plan to conduct more indepth user studies and report on the signiﬁcant clinical ﬁndings
that our users uncover. Finally, we will explore extensions to our
system that enable more advanced types of episode analysis tasks.
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